Certificated Superintendent’s Roundtable
November 4, 2020
Minutes
Chairperson, Kirsten Madueña called the meeting to order at 3:32 p.m. with the following
representatives present:
Kirsten Madueña, Rancho de La Nación
Dawn Salisbury, El Toyon
Diana Whitaker, Palmer Way
Eleanor Cruz, Olivewood
Annabelle Camba-Jones, Ira Harbison
Jean Howard, Central
Jerie La Roche, Special Ed
Tamlyn McKean, Palmer Way
Myrna Kahle, Las Palmas
District Office Representatives present:
Leighangela Brady
Jocelyn Gomez
Sharmila Kraft

1. Welcome and approval of draft minutes from September 23, 2020
Eleanor motioned and Annabelle seconded
2. Consult on professional development - Eleanor Cruz
Unit 3 expressions big unit for sixth grade
not decimals or fractions for pd
Dr Kraft spoke to Dr. Hyde, 5th grade level of fraction instruction critical for 6th and on needed at
deep level with fractions. In light of distance learning, another training scheduled, not seeing state
assessment be suspended before the training need to refine the substitute system
not sure they can suspend for two years. Two components: do well on SBAC, long-term
implications
3. Assistance on creating unit assessments for Math and Language Arts- Eleanor Cruz
Schoology assessments, to create a ten-item assessment took about an hour. Any tricks to make it
faster or is the district creating those unit assessments.
Correcting UCI math tests, by hand took a long time. Can the program correct the multiple choice
and teachers the open-ended questions? Dr. Kraft not required to do. Nathan Bland will be
available for assistance

Dr. Kraft, met with DRT’s that participated in Ed camp and will get input from teachers on
Schoology,
4. UCI support for teachers - Kirsten Madueña
For equity purposes all use the same assessments,
Can the DRT’s help
5. Teacher access in Synergy –
Kirsten Madueña, access to synergy
Annabelle, colleague has list of students who are hybrid
Dr. Hernandez- we have not determined what teachers will teach what due to the ongoing
negotiations
6. Open Forum Annabelle: Seesaw premium set, archive old, why can’t they keep regular account. Dr.
O’Connor and Nathan Bland have communicated to the vendor about this. Dr.Kraft will reach out
to see if this request can be fulfilled. Free to the paid account
Jean: Status of new computers for teachers and students. Lack of ability to share videos
through google meet, glitchy
Dr. Brady explained that it could be the browser, close multiple tabs because it will slow it down.
Mass order for teacher devices to save money, a matter of having them shipped, imagined, possibly
by the end of the year. Dr. Kraft shared there are significant delays.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:36 p.m.
Jocelyn Gomez, Substitute Secretary

